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Possession through Deposition: 

The “ownership” of coins in contemporary British coin-trees 

 

Introduction 

‘At half-past four Beatrice, the Duchess of Roxburghe, and I started on a four-oared rig, 

steered by Hormsby the landlord, a very nice, quiet, youngish man, and rowed to the Isle of 

Maree’ (Duff 1968: 332); thus begins Queen Victoria’s diary-entry about her trip to Isle 

Maree.  

In 1877 Queen Victoria took a tour of Scotland, and whilst in the Northwest Highlands she 

resided in a hotel on the shores of Loch Maree. On the 17th September she and her 

companions were rowed out to Isle Maree, a small island in the loch, and she described her 

trip there in her diary: 

The boat was pushed onshore, and we scrambled out and walked through the tangled 

underwood and thicket of oak, holly, beech, etc., which covers the islet, to the well, now 

nearly dry which is said to be celebrated for the cure of insanity. An old tree stands close to it, 

and into the bark of this it is the custom, from time immemorial, for everyone who goes there 

to insert with a hammer a copper coin, as a sort of offering to the saint who lived there in the 

eighth century, called Saint Maolruabh or Mulroy…We hammered some pennies into the tree, 

to the branches of which there are also rags and ribbons tied (Duff 1968: 332-333). 

Isle Maree was well-known for its holy well, said to have been consecrated by Saint 

Maolruabh (also known as Saint Maree) and widely purported to cure insanity (Pennant 1775: 

330; Reeves 1857-60: 288-289; Mitchell 1863: 251-262; Dixon 1886: 151; Godden 1893: 

500-501; Muddock 1898: 437-438; Barnett 1930: 113; Hamilton 1981: 101; Donoho 2014). 

Beside this well was an oak tree, studded with coins (Fig. 1), and Queen Victoria added to this 

accumulation by depositing a coin of her own.  

As Scottish travel writer and folklorist Brenda Macrow observed, having visited Isle Maree 

nearly 80 years later, the coin which Queen Victoria contributed to the tree ‘is now without 

doubt as tarnished and bent as the rest – it may even be one of those which have fallen on to 

the ground beneath. So Time, the great leveller, treats alike the gifts of princes and paupers’ 

(1953: 89). Queen Victoria’s coin is indistinguishable from the rest; conducting fieldwork at 

the site, for example, no method could be employed to ascertain which of the coins she 
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inserted. Coins are, after all, intended to be impersonal, alienable objects, only negligibly 

owned by their possessors. 

Coins are intended to pass casually in and out of people’s possession. A coin and its owner 

are expected to share only a brief and nugatory relationship, retaining no personal links, 

before the coin shifts into another’s ownership. Modern economic systems are dependent 

upon this perpetuity of movement; on people being willing to surrender coins in exchange for 

commodities or services (Kopytoff 1986), and the coin’s alienability, along with its ubiquity, 

makes it easily surrenderable. People generally do not think twice about parting with coins 

because they share no emotional ties with them, and are confident that just as swiftly as one 

coin leaves their possession, another near-identical one will enter it.   

The coin’s economic purpose, therefore, necessitates alienability. The physical properties of a 

coin, designed to make it indistinguishable from the millions of other coins of its 

denomination, also serve to make it easily divorceable from its owners (and thus easily 

surrenderable), in that coins bear no inherent markers linking them with their possessors. 

Although the example of Queen Victoria on Isle Maree is anomalous in that the coin she 

deposited probably bore an image of herself, that particular coin was no more inherently hers 

than any other coin passing in and out of her possession. Yes, the coin was owned by her, but 

only insofar as the coins in your purse or pocket are ‘owned’ by you; they are transient, 

temporary possessions, which probably have been and will be ‘owned’ by many others in the 

course of their existence.  

However, coins are not only used in secular exchange. Historically, they have been employed 

in a wide range of rituals and folkloric customs throughout the British Isles, most notably coin 

deposition. The coin is, after all, one of history’s most popular votive offerings, commonly 

deposited in Britain since the Roman period (Lewis 1966: 47; Woodward 1992: 66; Dowden 

2000: 176). Caches have been discovered containing hundreds, sometimes thousands, of 

votive coins, such as the sacred spring at Bath; at Lydney, Gloucestershire; and Hallaton, 

southeast Leicestershire (Priest et al. 2003; Williams 2003; Score 2006, 2011; Leins 2007). 

The coin was also an object regularly deposited in springs and lakes, as offerings to deities 

(Dowden 2000: 51) or as propitiatory ‘sacrifices’ to malignant water spirits (Tuleja 1991: 

409), and in Christianity it is equalled in popularity as a votive object only by the candle 

(Merrifield 1987: 90).  
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By the post-medieval period, coins were most commonly deposited in holy wells as offerings 

or ‘payments’ to the presiding saint (Brand 1777: 85-86; Hardwick 1872: 277; Walker 1883: 

158; Hartland 1893: 463; Rhys and Morris 1893: 58-59; Hull 1928: 111-112; Jones 1954: 92; 

Lucas 1963: 40; Bord and Bord 1985: 90-91). This practice of dropping a coin into a well in 

exchange for good luck or a wish was similar to scenes we witness today. The British Isles are 

teeming with wishing-wells and fountains, widely distributed at historic sites, tourist 

attractions, and shopping centres; indeed, the prevalence of this custom stretches worldwide.  

Evidently a coin’s use can extend beyond its initial intended purpose: that of secular 

exchange. As Kemmers and Myrberg note, coins can ‘end up outside their primary context of 

production and use, thus becoming a motor of change’ (2011: 99). Their use beyond their 

primary contexts can – and does – lead to shifts in how coins are perceived. Does a coin 

which has transitioned from the secular realm into the ritual sphere retain the same 

alienability, anonymity, and divorceability? Or can a change in use result in a change in 

‘ownerability’? In order to consider these questions, this paper will focus on one specific 

example of coin deposition: the British coin-tree.  

 

The Coin-Tree: An Introduction 

For readers new to the phenomenon, a coin-tree is exactly what its name would suggest: a tree 

(occasionally a living specimen, but most often a log or a stump) which has coins inserted 

edgeways into its bark (Figs. 2-3). For the research behind this paper, I have been cataloguing 

these sites and have so far identified 34 examples, distributed widely across the British Isles, 

which contain at least one coin-tree but often more. These sites are in rural areas accessible to 

the public and are usually located alongside popular woodland or riverside footpaths. Of the 

34 sites, 31 are considered active: people today are participating in the custom of inserting 

their coins into the trees. 

The earliest known coin-tree is the uprooted oak (Quercus) on Isle Maree referred to by 

Queen Victoria. The first reference to a tree’s ritual employment at this site comes from 

Thomas Pennant’s 1775 A tour in Scotland and voyage to the Hebrides, in which he describes 

the island’s holy well, purported to cure insanity, beside which was a tree utilized as an 

‘altar’; pilgrims who sought a cure from the holy well would deposit their tokens of thanks to 

Saint Maree on this particular tree (1775: 330).  
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Originally the deposited tokens appear to have been rags. Rags and items of clothing have 

long been employed as votive deposits in the British Isles, most often affixed to the branches 

of trees and bushes within close proximity to a holy well, producing what is commonly 

known as a ‘rag-tree’. There are numerous examples of rag-trees and their respective holy 

wells across the British Isles; Jones lists 1179 holy wells in Wales (1954; Dowden 2000: 42), 

whilst Lucas estimates more than 3000 in Ireland (1963: 40). These wells were often 

employed for their curative properties, originally as part of pagan hydrolatry but later adopted 

by Christianity, the wells transferring to the custodianship of Christian saints, such as Saint 

Maree (Daly 1961; Rattue 1995). 

Hartland writes that rags were affixed to branches of nearby trees because they were believed 

to ‘contain the disease of which one desires to be rid’ (1893: 460), and according to the notion 

of ‘contagious transfer’, the disease was thus expected to transfer to the tree, leaving the 

depositor cured. Contagious transfer is a subcategory of Frazer’s ‘sympathetic magic’, 

whereupon a ‘person is supposed to influence vegetation sympathetically. He infects trees or 

plants with qualities or accidents, good or bad, resembling and derived from his own’ (Frazer 

1900: 39). According to this notion, therefore, a person can be cured of an ailment by 

attaching a rag – the ‘vehicle of the disease’, as Hartland terms it (1893: 460) – to a tree, 

subsequently transferring the disease from themselves to the tree.  

The tree on Isle Maree was similarly employed as a rag-tree for the curing of ailments. 

However, during the 19th century pilgrims began depositing other objects, such as pins and 

nails (Campbell 1860: 134; Mitchell 1863: 253). These metal objects had initially been 

employed to hold the rags in place on the branches and trunk of the tree, but had gradually 

become offerings in and of themselves (Dixon 1886: 152). As we read above, by the time 

Queen Victoria visited the island in 1877, coins had become the predominant offering at this 

tree.  

There are a number of other coin-trees which boast similarly lengthy biographies throughout 

the British Isles: a coin-tree in Argyll, Scotland (Mabey 1996: 214; Rodger et al. 2003: 87), 

another near Clonenagh, Co. Laois, the Republic of Ireland (Roe 1939: 27; Morton 2004: 195; 

Harbison 1991: 231; Simon 2000: 28), and another in Ardboe, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland, 

which has been removed since its fall in 1997 (Grimes 1999). These coin-trees have been in 

existence since the late 19th to early 20th centuries, and have thus undergone many years of 

ritual appropriation. However, of the 34 coin-tree sites catalogued thus far across the British 
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Isles, the majority are relatively recent in origin, having been created during the 1990s, 2000s, 

and 2010s. The late 20th and early 21st centuries have therefore witnessed a contemporary 

renaissance of the coin-tree custom. 

The custom of inserting coins into the bark of trees may have altered little physically since the 

19th century, but the stated reasons behind participation have, unsurprisingly, changed 

considerably. The Isle Maree coin-tree was originally embedded with coins purportedly as 

part of a healing ritual, and the earlier coin-trees of the Republic of Ireland and Northern 

Ireland were employed for similar folk-medicinal reasons. However, not a single modern-day 

participant of the coin-tree custom has claimed to have been seeking a folk-remedy. This is 

hardly surprising. Illness and premature death were a much greater concern in the past than 

they are today (Vyse 1997: 12ff), and scientific developments have meant that most 

individuals concerned for their health in the British Isles are more likely to visit a medical 

centre than participate in a folkloric custom (Hamilton 1981: 102).  

Today, instead of participating in this custom for folk-remedial purposes, many modern-day 

practitioners draw on analogies with wishing-wells, claiming that the purpose of a coin-tree is 

luck or wish-fulfilment. Coins are surrendered to coin-trees in exchange for good luck, future 

fortune, or the fulfilment of the depositor’s wish.  

 

Methodology 

This contemporary resurgence in the custom of coin-trees was first brought to the Folklore 

Society’s attention in 2004, when Mavis Curtis reported coin-trees at Bolton Abbey and 

Hardcastle Crags, Yorkshire, in FLS News 42 (2004: 14). Following this, it has been the 

subject of online articles, such as John Billingsley’s ‘Coin Trees: A new tradition, or a new 

artefact?’, published on the Northern Earth magazine website in 2005, and further queries and 

speculations have been included in later editions of FLS News (Pattern & Patten 2009; 

Billingsley 2010; Gould 2010; Shuel 2010). However, prior to 2013 (Houlbrook 2014; 

Houlbrook forthcoming) this practice had been the central focus of few – if any – previous 

academic studies.  

In order to rectify this sizeable gap in the scholarship on British folkloric customs and 

contemporary archaeology, my initial task was to identify and catalogue coin-tree sites (in a 
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compendium which will undoubtedly continue growing as more coin-trees are either 

discovered or created), and then to undertake fieldwork at each site, conducted throughout 

2012-2013. Empirical data was gathered, proffered by the physical structures of the coin-trees 

themselves: the conditions, sizes, and species of trees; their locations in relation to footpaths, 

landmarks, and any historic sites and monuments; and – most relevant to this paper – the 

quantity, denominations, and patterning of coins.  

Overall, 244 individual coin-trees were catalogued, the majority of which were logs (40%) or 

stumps (32%). They were all located in rural areas, most alongside popular footpaths in 

natural heritage areas, and are distributed across Scotland, England, Wales, Northern Ireland, 

and the Republic of Ireland, with distinct clusters in South-West and North-West England 

(Houlbrook 2014). They were embedded with quantities of coins ranging from one to over 

40,000. In total, 165,360 coins were counted (a quantity which will have obviously changed 

since fieldwork was undertaken), of which 158,059 were British decimal.  

British coinage was decimalised in 1971; from this year onwards, the pound sterling has been 

subdivided into 100 pence. The lowest denomination coins, 1 penny and 2 pence, are copper-

coloured, copper-plated steel; 5 pence, 10 pence, 20 pence, and 50 pence coins are silver-

coloured, nickel-plated steel or cupro-nickel; the 1 pound coin is gold-coloured, nickel-brass; 

and the 2 pound coin consists of a gold-coloured, nickel-brass outer ring and a silver-

coloured, cupro-nickel centre. The remaining coins were foreign currency, pre-decimal (i.e. 

pre-1971), or unidentifiable. 

Additionally, in September 2013 a small-scale excavation was undertaken at Ardmaddy, 

Scotland. This site was selected for excavation due to the coin-tree’s purported antiquity; 

local residents claim that it dates to the early 1900s but no contemporaneous literary sources 

have been identified supporting this. Six test-pits were selected within close proximity to the 

coin-tree and 691 coins were recovered, ranging in date from 1914 to 2011. 

As well as the gathering of empirical data, an ethnographic approach was also employed, 

consisting of observation and interviewing. For each site, members of the public were 

observed as they engaged with the coin-trees, and those who inserted coins were approached 

and asked a series of questions regarding their participation; their words were recorded and 

are drawn upon as evidence in this paper, occasionally quoted verbatim.  
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In total, 219 interviews were conducted. In the majority of cases, the participants were tourists 

(mostly from Britain), who had never seen or heard of coin-trees before that day. However, 

despite their unfamiliarity with the structures, this did not prevent them from participating in 

the custom; with many of them utilising nearby rocks as tools of percussion, they hammered 

their coins into the coin-trees, adding to the thousands of similar deposits. 

 

Collective Anonymity? 

At Ingleton, Yorkshire, the main coin-tree contains at least 48,000 coins (Fig. 2). While other 

coin-trees cannot match this figure, many of them have been embedded with large quantities: 

at Aira Force, Cumbria, one coin-tree contains at least 26,000, whilst at Bolton Abbey, 

Yorkshire, another holds 12,000, and many more boast numbers in the thousands. Therefore, 

when a participant deposits their own coin in a coin-tree, they are often adding to an already 

well-established accumulation; their contribution is merely one of many.    

To some, the vast quantities of coins and their general homogeneity contribute to a sense of 

collective anonymity. As Macrow described Queen Victoria’s contribution to the coin-tree on 

Isle Maree: ‘It is now without doubt as tarnished and bent as the rest…’ (1953: 89). Queen 

Victoria’s coin is indistinguishable from the accumulation; thus the coins, in their collective 

anonymity, have come to represent equality. Indeed, economist David Wolman asserts that 

‘many people see cash’s anonymity as an almost sacred virtue’ (2012: 7).  

A coin inserted into a coin-tree is simply one metallic disc amidst hundreds, or even 

thousands, of other metallic discs, none of which bear any inherent physical markers linking 

them with their past possessors. It is the nature of coins that they cannot be traced to their 

previous owners; they are alienable, indistinguishable, easily divorceable, thus constituting 

the archetypal anonymous deposit.  

However, as anthropologist Nicholas Thomas asserts, a thing ‘is not immutable’ (1991: 28); 

an object must be analysed for what it has become – how it has been appropriated and 

recontextualised – not simply for what it was made to be. Just as a person’s biography can 

take an unpredicted turn, so too can that of an object. And in this case, it is the coin’s 

biography which suddenly veers down an unfamiliar path.  
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When a person, standing before a coin-tree, takes a coin from their pocket or purse, that coin 

is an alienable object, in that it can be easily divorced from its possessor, as opposed to an 

inalienable object, which is metonymically linked with its producer/possessor (Weiner 1992; 

Fowler 2004: 58). However, Fowler recognises that the divide between alienability and 

inalienability can be crossed in certain circumstances, acknowledging that ‘all things are 

potentially inalienable to some degree’ (2004: 59, emphasis in original). The coin is no 

exception. 

 

Deposition as Contribution 

Although a common reason expressed for inserting a coin into a coin-tree is luck or wish-

fulfilment, the specific trees themselves are not viewed as efficacious or ‘magical’. I have 

engaged with over 200 modern-day participants of the coin-tree custom and none of them 

have indicated that the actual trees are extraordinary; they are not perceived as historically, 

preternaturally, or arboriculturally significant. Indeed, few participants could identify the 

trees’ species, and the general opinion implied that the tree itself is incidental. It was the coins 

which were central to the custom; the coins and a sense of collective effort. A person who 

stumbles upon a coin-tree can do more than look at the accumulation; they can add to it. 

Indeed, this appears to be the primary motivating factor; a desire to contribute to a well-

established accumulation. It is the quantities of coins, therefore, which attract participants, 

deposits begetting more deposits; depositors encouraging other depositors; people wanting to 

participate in a collective effort.  

However, this notion of collective effort need not translate as collective anonymity, especially 

when we consider the most important perspective on this custom: that of the depositors 

themselves. Speaking with modern-day participants, it appears that depositors do not actually 

view their coins as anonymous deposits but as personal contributions. The participants are 

attracted to the idea that they are contributing something of their own – their coins – to a 

communal piece.   

At Aira Force, Cumbria, for instance, one woman stated that inserting a coin is ‘leaving 

something of yourself for others to see’, whilst three others claimed that they had participated 

because they had wanted to ‘add to’ this ‘pretty’ and ‘interesting’ monument. Another woman 

likened the custom to graffiti, while at Portmeirion, Gwynedd, Wales, one man claimed that 
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inserting a coin into a coin-tree is ‘a nice way of saying “I’ve been here”. Like graffiti, 

carving your name into a tree’. These customs, he maintained, ‘are about leaving your mark’, 

an expression also used by participants at Ingleton, Tarr Steps, and St. Nectan’s Glen, where 

one woman declared that ‘you can’t come to a place like this and not leave your mark’. 

The graffiti analogy drawn on by participants is particularly illuminating for a consideration 

of anonymity versus individuation. Contrary to the obscurity so often characterising graffiti, it 

is usually not intended to be anonymous; when a person spray-paints or scratches their ‘tag’ – 

their signature, pseudonym, or monogram – onto public property, this is what Waldenburg 

dubs a ‘form of basic self-expression’ (1990: 12) and what Abel and Buckley describe as 

‘announcements of one’s identity, a kind of testimonial to one’s existence in a world of 

anonymity’ (1977: 16). Their tag represents their identity. Susan Stewart thus terms graffiti ‘a 

matter of individuation’ (1988: 165); such contributions to public accumulations, therefore, 

are not designed to uphold anonymity, but to defy it. 

This desire to leave one’s mark, to publically express one’s identity, is equally evident in the 

coin-tree custom, and it appears to be a key motivational factor in participation. However, 

Snodgrass (2006) comments on the difficulties facing a dedicant who is offering an object 

identical to the items deposited by many others. Certain dedications, he writes, are: 

too numerous and too cheap to be seen as motivated by competitive ostentation. To dedicate 

one’s own bronze dress-pin can hardly be classed as conspicuous consumption, especially 

when one is adding it to a collection of which the archaeological residue, over two and a half 

millennia later, itself may run to thousands (2006: 265-266)  

Likewise, if the depositor of a coin in a coin-tree wishes to distinguish their coin from others’, 

as a testimony to their individual personality rather than to anonymity, then they must find 

ways to differentiate it. They must employ methods to mark their coin out as theirs – and, as 

we can see, many contributors go to some lengths to do so. 

 

Selecting the Coins 

When faced with a handful of anonymous, near-identical coins, how would a depositor, 

wishing to demarcate their deposit as theirs, choose which coin to insert? In some cases, 

certain coins are selected for insertion because of distinguishing physical properties they 

already possess. For example, particular denominations may be chosen because they are 
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underrepresented within the coin-tree. Of the 158,059 British decimal coins catalogued at all 

coin-tree sites, 146,173 were 1 penny and 2 pence coins. The vast majority (92%), therefore, 

are copper-coloured coins, and so it would be difficult to distinguish one penny from another. 

By the same logic, however, a non-copper-coloured coin would stand out from the crowd, so 

to speak; which is the reason given by the several participants I have witnessed depositing 10 

and 20 pence pieces.  

Choosing to insert silver or particularly lustrous copper coins is a clear defiance of the 

anonymity Macrow discussed with regards to the Isle Maree coin-tree (1953: 89). These 

people intend for their deposits to be distinguished from the majority – as one woman on 

Snowdon admitted, she had inserted a 5 pence piece because she had wanted to be ‘different’ 

– and as Jones and MacGregor observe: ‘Colour is powerful in the construction of difference’ 

(2002: 12).  

Kemmers and Myrberg, looking broadly at the archaeology of coins, note the importance of 

colour in people’s perceptions and uses of coins (2011: 95-96). The royal colours of purple 

and red offer another example of colour having been widely used to distinguish one from 

many, and may have been the reason behind the deposition of a 2 pence piece at Fairy Glen 

which had been painted red – a colour with various metaphorical associations (Myrberg 2010: 

98) – and so was clearly distinguishable from the surrounding coins.  

The choice to insert higher denominations, such as 1 and 2 pound coins (twenty-five 1 pound 

coins have been recorded and one 2 pound coin) may simply have been the result of the 

depositor having no other options. However, it is also possible that the participants wished to 

differentiate their deposits – and thereby themselves – from the masses. As one participant at 

Aira Force, Cumbria, exclaimed upon noticing a 1 pound coin inserted into the tree: 

‘someone’s rich!’ Such examples of conspicuous consumption are certainly not without 

precedent in ritual contexts. Richard Bradley, for example, considers the role of prestige ritual 

deposits of the Late Bronze Age, when lavish offerings presented to deities were intended to 

lend themselves to ‘the quest for personal prestige’ (1990: 188). 

 

Deliberate Placement 
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In some cases, it is not the selection of coins which evinces the desire for differentiation, but 

the choice of where and how the coin is deposited. In some rare cases, people have chosen to 

nail their coins to trees instead of embedding them into the bark (Fig. 4). This method may 

have been employed to ensure their security (see below), but they may also be a statement of 

‘otherness’; such depositors clearly came to the coin-tree deliberately, equipped with nails 

(and possibly coins with holes already drilled through them), as opposed to other depositors 

who come across coin-trees by chance and must make do with the objects they happen to be 

carrying or can source on-site. 

The defiance of patterning is another method of differentiation. In most cases, the majority of 

coins in a coin-tree follow a particular pattern: longitudinal, latitudinal, diagonal, annular, 

radial, etc. This may be dictated by the form of the tree itself, with the flow of coins following 

the curves of the bole, or it may simply be the product of imitation; people copying others in 

order to maintain the pattern. However, in some cases, coins appear to have been inserted in a 

direction counter to the predominant arrangement. At Lydford Gorge, Devon, for example, 

the coins in the primary coin-tree run longitudinally along the length of the log. One 

participant, however, ruefully claimed that he was tempted to insert his latitudinally ‘just to be 

different’, and this desire may have motivated other instances whereby single coins clearly 

defy the dominant pattern.    

The insertion of coins into hard-to-reach places is another method. Certain coins are placed so 

high that their deposition must have involved climbing; a family who clambered up a steep, 

muddy bank to the root-end of a coin-tree at Tarn Hows, Cumbria, for example, specifically 

wanted their coin to be inserted in a less ‘heavily populated’ area of the tree. Other instances 

have involved children sitting on the shoulders of parents in order to deposit their coins away 

from the majority. This may indicate the depositor’s desire to distance themselves from the 

accumulation, or it may have been intended as a statement of the level of effort involved in 

the deposition: a declaration that they worked harder than other depositors.  

Alternatively, depositors may opt to insert their coin into a different tree altogether. 31 coin-

trees catalogued were embedded with only one coin each, the depositors having consciously 

decided not to add their coin to the large accumulations of coin-trees nearby but to instigate 

new coin-trees. Depositors such as this may also eschew the traditional choice of utilising 

trees for this custom, and choose to insert their coins into nearby wooden posts or sculptures 

instead (of which there have been 22 catalogued): a clear declaration of difference. 
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Altering Physicality 

Other methods of individuation entail deliberate physical alterations in order to differentiate 

one coin from the masses. The addition of initials is a particularly notable example (Fig. 5); 

for example, a preoccupation with personalising a deposit probably explains why a 2 pence 

piece inserted into a coin-tree at Dovedale, Derbyshire, has the letter ‘R’ written on it in silver 

pen; was the coin’s depositor (whose first-name initial was presumably ‘R’) wanting to 

clearly demarcate their coin? Likewise, on the coin-tree in Brock Bottom, Lancashire, arrows 

(one of which is labelled ‘E’) have been scratched into the tree, pointing towards certain 

coins; at Snowdon, Gwynedd, ‘MB’ may have been scratched onto the post for a similar 

reason. An identical method is evident at High Force, County Durham, while at Ingleton, 

Yorkshire, the initials ‘R & L’ have been imprinted onto a 2 pence piece, and 36 coins have 

been distributed in a pattern to form the initials ‘A.B’ (or ‘B.B’), encased within a rectangle of 

coins. 

This method of personalising coins through the use of initials is not unique to coin-trees, nor 

to modern-day Britain. The practice is evident in 12th-century Corinth, where a hoard of 30 

gold nomismata of Manuel I (1143-1180) was uncovered in the 1938 excavations of Old 

Corinth, buried in the fill of a road. Fourteen of these coins had graffiti scratched onto their 

surfaces, including letters such as ‘K’, ‘T’ and ‘H’, and Josephine Harris, who published the 

find, suggests that this graffiti may have been used as ‘identification marks’ (1939: 273). By 

physically associating the coin with the person, the coin becomes that person’s ‘tag’, their 

expression of identity and individuation. 

 

Intangible Individuation 

The above examples of individuation have all been tangible and visible: the colour, lustre, or 

denomination of a coin; its placement within a coin-tree; and physical alterations designed to 

distinguish it. However, not all methods of differentiation are intended to overtly distinguish 

one deposit from many; some coins are more discreetly or intangibly personalised, in ways 

known only to the depositors.  

Figure 36 

– A bolt and 

screw in GZ3 

(Photograph by 

C. Houlbrook) 
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For example, one woman who had inserted a coin into a coin-tree at Lydford Gorge, Devon, 

admitted that she would have preferred to insert a coin with ‘personal meaning’. The specific 

example she gave was the 50 pence piece minted in 2003, designed to commemorate the 100th 

anniversary of the formation of the Women’s Social and Political Union, a militant 

organisation in the United Kingdom which campaigned for women’s suffrage. Perhaps a 

similar reason motivated the insertion of the 1998 50 pence piece, designed to commemorate 

the 50th anniversary of the National Health Service, into a Bolton Abbey coin-tree, Yorkshire. 

For similar reasons a family at Tarr Steps, Somerset, wished to deposit coins minted in their 

years of birth; only the father was able to find such a coin, a 2 pence piece minted in 1980, 

which he inserted. This coin may not have been tangibly altered, but it has been personalised, 

the date stamped into its surface no longer simply representing its year of mint but also its 

association with its depositor: a man who was born the same year the coin was crafted, thus 

creating a metaphorical connection between the two.  

This is not overt personalisation; nobody bar those who were present at the moment of 

deposition (the depositor, his family, and me) would be aware that this particular 2 pence 

piece was selected because of the significance of its date. And perhaps other coins have been 

chosen for similar reasons, their commemorative designs or years of mint having been of 

personal significance to the participants, establishing a link between deposit and depositor that 

is imperceptible to the rest of us.  

 

The Coin as Memento 

So far, this paper has demonstrated a variety of methods (both tangible and intangible) of 

selection and insertion employed by depositors in order to transform their coins from 

alienable to inalienable objects; the choices made and actions undertaken during deposition in 

order to make their deposits theirs. What follows, however, is a consideration of how these 

coins are perceived after deposition, and how this demonstrates their newly-endowed 

inalienability. The most notable aspect of this is the creation of a sense of permanence. 

As explored above, in most cases a coin is a temporary resident in a person’s pocket or purse. 

It will move swiftly and casually in and out of their possession. An individual can surrender a 

coin in exchange for a commodity or service – a loaf of bread, a pair of shoes, a bus ticket – 
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and it is very likely that they will never see that coin again. And even if through chance that 

specific coin does come into their possession again, they will not recognise it – and soon 

enough, it will be out of their possession once more, instantly forgotten. 

In the case of coin-trees, however, the surrendered coin is intended as a permanent fixture. In 

many cases, participants deposit their coins in the belief that they will remain within the coin-

tree indefinitely (until, at least, the tree decays). Several participants, for example, have made 

efforts to firmly secure their coins within the bark of the trees, ensuring that they would not 

easily fall/be pulled out, one woman stating that she had not ‘wanted somebody else to come 

along and take it.’ A man at Malham, Yorkshire, not convinced that his coin was secure, used 

his pen-knife to create a deeper slit and then hammered his coin in once more. When another 

man asked me if I would remove the coins during my fieldwork in order to check their years 

of mint, his wife seemed appalled by the idea, exclaiming ‘surely you wouldn’t do that’ – I 

assured her I would not. And at Ingleton, seven coins have been nailed to the tree, 

demonstrating a desire to prevent their removal (Fig. 4). 

This desire for the permanence of the deposited coins is manifested in the taboo surrounding 

their removal. For example, at most coin-tree sites I have observed parents chiding their 

children for trying to remove coins. A father at Tarr Steps admonished his son for removing 

coins by telling him that he was ‘stealing people’s wishes’, and four different groups have 

been observed respectfully returning other people’s coins, which had fallen to the floor, to 

their original slots.  

Many of the participants also appear highly concerned with remembering which coin is theirs 

for the future. At Portmeirion, a couple from London hoped that they could return in ten years 

and still be able to identify their coins, whilst at Tarr Steps, a father told his young daughter to 

‘remember which ones are yours for next time’. At Dovedale, Derbyshire, a couple from 

Birmingham who had inserted coins in the previous year hoped, without much confidence or 

success, that they would identify their coins – despite the man having deliberately bent his 1 

penny over in order to distinguish it from the surrounding coins.  

Other participants at Dovedale tried similar tactics. Two young boys bent their coins over 

during insertion in order to recognise them on their return journey along the path (in this case, 

they were successful). Another group also approached the coin-trees on their return journey, 

hoping to identify their coins. A young girl inserted a 10 pence piece specifically so that it 
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would be distinguishable from the many copper coins; another girl chose to insert a shiny 20 

pence piece for the same reason. At Malham, a woman was able to identify the coin she had 

inserted on her visit in 2011: a 20 pence piece. 

The participants’ desires to return to the coin-tree site at a later date in order to see their coin 

is a nostalgic sentiment, endowing the coin with the status of a memento, a term defined by 

the Oxford English Dictionary as an object serving as a reminder (2014). In a sense, the coin 

also fits Susan Stewart’s term: the ‘souvenir’ (1993). Physically, the coin is the antithesis to 

the souvenir or the keepsake; it is not taken or kept, but is deliberately left. However, it is still 

an object which – through the action of deposition – elicits the memory of a place and an 

experience. Stewart (1993) describes the metonymical link between object and 

event/experience, a link which certainly applies to the coin in a coin-tree, which acts as a 

snapshot of the depositor’s engagement with that coin-tree, as an object which is intended to 

evoke a future memory of a past event. 

In this sense, the coin as memento fits one of Alfred Gell’s most basic binary relations 

between the artist (the depositor) and the index (the deposit): the index responding as patient 

to the artist’s agency (1998: 33). ‘The index is,’ Gell writes, ‘in these instances, a congealed 

‘trace’ of the artist’s creative performance’ (1998: 33). An object absorbs part of its creator, 

becoming a snapshot of their creative experience; a ‘congealed residue of performance and 

agency in object-form’ (Gell 1998: 68). Likewise, the coin becomes a physical trace of the 

participant’s experience at the coin-tree site. 

It could also be argued that the coin becomes a physical trace of the actual participant. Since 

antiquity, ritual deposits have not always been intended to simply represent the depositor; 

they are designed to be the depositor. As archaeologist Christopher Tilley writes, exploring 

the process of the merging of objects with people, the ‘thing is the person and the person is 

the thing’ (2006: 63). Gell terms this merge the ‘objectification of personhood’ (1998: 74), 

which leads to ‘distributed personhood’, whereby the deposit becomes a detached part – a 

‘spin-off’ – of the depositor (1998: 104). According to this concept, therefore, when a person 

inserts a coin into a coin-tree they are not simply leaving a personal tag or a memento of their 

experience behind: they are leaving a part of themselves. To re-quote one coin-tree participant 

at Aira Force, Cumbria: inserting a coin is ‘leaving something of yourself for others to see’. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘possession’ as: ‘The action or fact of holding 

something (material or immaterial) as one’s own or in one’s control’ (2014). In the basic 

sense of the term, therefore, coins are in the possession of people. You possess whatever coins 

are in your pocket or purse, insofar as they are yours and they are in your control. However, 

this possession is casual, temporary, trivial. Most, if not all, of your coins are impersonal 

possessions: you did not craft them; you share no emotional ties with them; there are no 

inherent physical markers linking them to you. If I were to ask you to swap me one coin for 

another of the exact same value, you probably would not hesitate (except, perhaps, to wonder 

why I would make such a request). Therefore, whilst a person can certainly be in possession 

of a coin, that ownership is alienable. 

However, this paper has demonstrated that by altering context and use, an object can 

transition from alienable to inalienable. This certainly has archaeological implications, not 

only in supporting Thomas’ assertion that a thing ‘is not immutable’ (1991: 28), but also in 

illustrating the complexities of ownership and establishing that possession is a concept which 

goes much deeper than physical custody and control. 

A coin deposited in a coin-tree has physically left the depositor’s possession. Although the 

depositor may return to the coin-tree in the future in order to see ‘their coin’, it is no longer 

tangibly owned by them, in that it is no longer on their person or stored in their belongings. 

However, through the coin’s transformation from secular object to ritual deposit, from 

impersonal, semi-disposable item to personal ‘souvenir’, from alienable to inalienable, the 

parameters for what ‘ownership’ consists of have been altered. Prior to the encounter with the 

coin-tree, the depositor’s possession of the coin was temporary and purely physical. After the 

encounter, however, the tie between person and object has become permanent and 

metonymical; ironically, it is through relinquishing the coin that they gain significant 

possession of it. 
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Figures 

Figure 1 – Coin-trees on Isle Maree, the Northwest Highlands of Scotland (Photograph by C. 

Houlbrook) 

Figure 2 – The primary Ingleton coin-tree, Yorkshire (Photograph by C. Houlbrook) 

Figure 3 – The primary Bolton Abbey coin-tree, Yorkshire (Photograph by C. Houlbrook) 

Figure 4 – Three coins nailed to the Ingleton coin-tree, Yorkshire (Photograph by C. 

Houlbrook) 

Figure 5 – Coins accompanied by initials in coin-trees: an ‘R’ written on a coin inserted into a 

coin-tree at Dovedale, Derbyshire; a coin labelled ‘E’ at Brock Bottom, Lancashire; ‘MB’ 

scratched onto a coin-tree on Snowdon, Gwynedd; a coin labelled ‘E’ at High Force, County 

Durham; a coin imprinted with ‘R & L’ and 36 coins distributed to form ‘A. B. or ‘B. B’ at 

Ingleton, Yorkshire (Photographs by C. Houlbrook) 
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